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1. Introduction
In [1], Watanabe proved that for every Markov process X, under some
conditions, there exists a sequence of regular step processes (R.S.P.) Xn such
that the resolvents of Xn converge weakly to the resolvent of X. Under some
supplementary conditions we shall prove that the distributions of Xn converge to
the distribution of X. An intuitive description of Xn is as follows: X and
Xn start from the same state x0 (we mean that Xo and XS have the same dis-
tribution). If X remains closed to x0 for a time Tn (that is, d(x0, Xt)<— for
all t<T
n
 and XTn = xl9 with d(x0, Xi)^—), then Xnt = x0 for all t<Dm with
D
n
 an exponentially distributed holding time with same mean value as T
n
 (T
n
is generally not exponentially distributed). Then Xn jumps in x\ (we mean
that XTn and X
nD
n
 have the same distribution), and so on.
The rigorous construction of Xn and Watanabe's result are presented in
the beginning of the paper. The theorem following this construction is the
main result of the paper.
2. Main results
Let £ be a locally compact with countable base space (L.C.C.B.), R] an
open base and d any metric of E. For each n we can choose the system U",
IEΞN and V", iEίN of sets in HJ satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Each £7? is compact and d(U")<— (d(A)=sup (d(x,y); x, y(=A));
(2) F?c[/;;
(3) UF!=£;
(4) For every compact set K only a finite number of V* intersect with K.
Let (Ω, £F, S£t, Xu θt, Px) be a standard process with state space E and
(U
a
)
a>0 be the resolvent of X. We now define σ? by
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o-ί(ω) = inf (ί Xt(ω)φ Ui) if X0(ω)<= V\- U V)
σ
n
k(ω) = crί-i+σίo0σj for
The following result is Lemma 3.3 in Watanabe's work. Let X be a standard
process such that UJCb(E))^Cb(E) for cc>0 and sup U0(x, E)<oo. Then the
following assertions hold:
(i) For each n, q
n
{x)=[E\σ1ΐ)Y1 and Π
n
(x, A) = Px(X
σ
n(=A) represents the
parameters of a R.S.P.
The corresponding R.S.P. are denoted by Xn and the resolvent of Xn by
(ii) Xn is an approximation of X in the following sense:
(5) ]imU?f(x)=U
m
f(x) for every χζ=E and f(ΞCb(E).
We shall need instead of (5) a stronger result. For any compact set K,
a>0 and ft=Cb(E)
(6) Urn UPftx) = C/
Λ
/(^ ) uniformly for ^ E ί .
Considering the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [1] it is obvious that to obtain (6)
it is sufficient to prove the following condition:
(c) For any compact set L c S , α > 0 and £>0, we may choose a compact set
K such that L^K and
(7) Πrn sup U%\x; CK)*ζε .
Through this paper we shall consider on E a metric d such that Bh(x)=
(y\ d(xiy)<h) has compact closure for any h>0 and x^E. For h>0 we
define Tkh, k^Nby
Th = inf(t;d(X0)Xt)>h),
Tιh=Th and T
k
h
+1
=Tkh+Thoθτk.
h
We shall also consider the function
q(h) = sup [E'(Th)Γ •
We note that q(h) and q
n
(x) are distinct notations. The function h~>q(h) is
monotone, so we may choose, for every n, h
n
 and d
n
 such that limA
rt=0, dn<hn
and
(8) lim Uh«-d») = 1 .
Now we shall choose the above mentioned Z7? and V* in the following
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particular form: Uni=Bhn(Xi) and V*=Bdu{x?) with xiy z'eiV, chosen such that
condition (4) is fulfilled, σ? will be defined like above with respect to this
system of sets. The following two inequalities will be useful in what it follows
Now we assume that the following condition holds for X, There is some
a>0 such that for every λ > 0
sapEx(Tk)<ain£Ex(TΛ).
Then, by (9) we may conclude that
(10) *Φ.-d
a
) > q
n
(x) > q(h
n
+d
κ
) .
Now we are able to formulate the result of the paper.
Theorem. Let X be α standard process with state space E such that
( i ) U
Λ
(Cb(E))^Cb(E) for every α > 0 .
1ii) lim Ptf(x) =/(#) uniformly on E, for every f e CC(E).
f-M)
(iii) sup Uo(x,E)<oo.
(iv) There is some a>0 such that for every A>0
supE*(Tk)<am£Es(Tk).
(v) There is some c>0 such that for every x^E and h>0
E\Dΐ)>c\\E"{Dΐ)\\
with
\\E< \φ)\\= supEy(φ) andp
(11) Di(ω) = inf (t; Xt(ω)$Bk(x)).
Then, \\mP%=P for every μ (probability measure on E). (We denote by
PS the distribution of the R.S.P. Xn which has initial measure μ).
We note that condition (iv) implies
(vi)
That is because for any x^E, lim Ex(Th) = 0.
The proof will go as follows: In the first part we establish the similarities
between X and Xn. We refer to Appendix 1 which presents the law of large
numbers in two forms which are appropriate to our deal. The first two Lem-
mas assure that we may use the results in Appendix 1. We use it in Lemma
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3 which is essential for the whole proof. Roughly speaking this lemma estab-
lishes the similarity between the "time" of Xn and the time of X. Lemma 4
is a simple remark which assures that the "space" of Xn and the "space" of X
coincide. These similarities are used in all the following, in order to evaluate
quantities referring to Xn by their analogoues with respect to X.
In the second part of the proof we establish the tightness of the sequence
P£, nE:N. The last part deals with the convergence of the marginal distribu-
tions. We use here Watanabe's result in his stronger form (6). To do it we
prove first (c), and then we refer to Appendix 3 which enables us to check the
convergence of the marginal distributions by the convergence of the resolvents.
3. Proofs
We first define, for all A>0,
(12) Fh(t) = inf P\Th<t) = 1 - sup P\Th>t).
Fh is infimum of a family of increasing functions which are right continuous
and have left hand limits, then so is Fh. Next, it is obvious that Fh(Q)—0, and
so, in order to show that Fh is a distribution function on R+y it will suffice to
see that
(13) l im^( ί ) = 1 .
By Chebyshev's inequality Px(Th>t)<— Ex(Th) and so
v
Because U0(x, E)=Ex(^°°IEoXtdή=Ex(ζ) with f = inf (t; Xt=A)9 by (ii),
sup Ex(Th)*ζ sup Ex(ζ)<oo and so (13) is proved.
We denote by Fh the distribution on R+ corresponding to Fh. It is ob-
vious that for any t and x
(14) Fh([0, t])<P'(Th<t) and Fh((t, oo)) = sup P'(Th>t).
In order to simplify notations we shall denote
(15) Ynk = Xo»k and ZS = Xΐk.
with τ1 = inf(t; X?ΦXo) and τk = τk_1+τ1oθTk_i. Next, let us put
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(see (11)).
The following relations will be used to prove Lemma 1
(a) lim *„ = 0 ,
α6)
 w *,.«*•<..•
Because Th=Di P*a.s., (a) is a consequence of (v) and (vi). To prove (b)
we shall use exercise (10.25) in [2]: If a(t)=suρ P\Du>t\ then
(17) Px(D
σ
>k-t)<a(t)k
(U is a measurable set and D
u
=inf(t; Xt&U)). Next we consider t=tn and
U=CBhn(x) then Du=Dxhn and by Chebyshev's inequality we obtain
Py(Dxh > O < — E(Dt).
We take the supremum over all y^E and considering the definition of tM
and α we conclude that
By (14) and (17) we get (b)
*V.((* *» °°)) = sup P\Di>k.t
n
)< (1)*.
Lemma 1. (a) For #z;£ry α > 0
lim j " zFhn{dz).[J~ ^ ( Λ ) ] " 1 = 0 .
(b)
where c is defined in (v).
Proof. Let be k
n
 eΛΓ such that *
rt < — <*«+1 we have
\~ zFkβ(d»)<(ka+l)Ftm([kn'ta, «>))+*. Σ Λ . ( [ * *« oo)).
By (16) we get
(18) \~ zFhn(dz)<tn(kn+2)2-**.
J α
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It is obvious that for every
and so, by (v)
\~zFhn{dz)> sup E\Thn)>c sup \\E"{Dxhn)\\ =±tn .p
The right continuity of the trajectories assures that Dxh > 0 P*a.s. (see (11))
and then £
n
>0 and we may write
The last term vanishes when w-»oo and (a) is proved. Now we have
Γ *F*.(ώr)<ί.F4.((0, o o ) ) + ί β 2 ί ».((A ί.,~))< - sup E*(ΓO
Jθ * = 1 C X^B
and (b) is also proved.
Lemma 2. For everyk^N and />0,
(a) Pμ(
(b) Pί(
(<2 w defined in (iv) <z#ί/ ^
Λ
 w ίfo exponential distribution with parameter a).
Proof. For JF and G distributions on R+
F*G(ly oo) = \Jo
and so, if F and F' are βuch that F(s, oo)?ζF.'(s, oo) for every ί G ί + , then
(19)
To prove (a) we proceed by induction on k. For k=l, (a) is (12). Using
the strong Markov property for two variables functions we get
(see (15)). By (9) and (12), for every fixed ω
and so
) 4 , + < , ( / , oo) .
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Now, using the induction hypothesis and (19) we finish the proof.
In order to prove (b) we obtain in the same way as above
P£(τk*ζl) =
see ((15)). With respect to Pf*-i(ω), τ
x
 is exponentially distributed with
parameter },(Zί_1(ω))<βj(Λβ-έ/.) (see (10)). Then
l ι Z ί-i ( ω ) (τ 1 </-τ 4 _ I (ω))<* r f f r t i | _ v (0 > /-τ4_,(ω)) for every ω .
We conclude that
and the proof fiinishes like above.
Lemma 3. For fixed k>0 and δ > 0 we define
kf = \6kac~1, δ' = Zlhac'1 (c defined in (v) and a in (iv)),
k
n
(=N such that k
n
<2kq(h
n
-d
n
)a<k
n
+l,
l
n
(=N such that l
n
^2q(h
n
—d
n
)a<l
n
+l,
An = {ω*, τi—τy>δ for every i, j such that /Λ<z—/<&„} >
JB
Λ
 — {ω σ*i—σy<δ' /or z^ ery /,/ίWί:A ίA ί^ 0<i—J</
Λ
} ,
ίAα// w^ ίA^^ notations throughout all the rest of the paper). Then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
all these limits are uniform with respect to the family {μ μ prob-
ability measure on E).
(e) ΪSϋ sup Έ\σ\
n
 σ?
Λ
>^') = 0 .
The idea of this lemma is that both σl
n
 and τkn are sums of little quan-
tities with the same mean value. If we take k
n
 (the number of terms in the
sum) such that k
n
a
n
~*Ί (a
n
 is the mean value), then crl^l and τkn~L This is
the idea of the law of large numbers and to prove the lemma we refer to
Appendix 1, which presents appropriate forms of this law.
Proof, (a) By Lemma 2.b
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and so, by Lemma 3, Appendix 1 we get
lim e*fy _d }(0, k)=0 (independent of μ).
(b) By Lemma 2.a,
By Lemma l.b,
and so
M{Fhn+dn)< *-
and by (8) we obtain
Em M(F(h
n
+d
n
))k
n
< i - 2ka = *** = -^ .
* c £2
Lemma l.a assures that conditions in Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, Appendix 1
are fulfilled and so timFhn+dn(k\ oo)=0 and (b) is proved.
To prove (c) we note that for i,j with i—j^l
n
 τ f —Tj^Tj+In—Tj and so
CA
n
^ U (τj+ln-τj<8). Then P%(CAn)< Σ P ί ( τ y + / | | - τ y < δ ) . By the Markov
property
which is dominated by efqι»h _d ^0, δ) (see Lemma 2.b) and so
lim ^ = A < o o and lim ^ = 2δ ,
» /. S » aq{h
n
-d
n
)
and so, by Lemma 3, Appendix 1 the term in the right of the above inequality
vanishes when n-> °°.
To prove (d) we note that ω^CB
n
 implies that there is some i, j
such that 0 < ; - / < /
n
+ l and σ?-σ?>δ' .
Then, there is some/>< — ^ s u c h that
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We conclude that
Pμ(CB
n
)<
with the sum over p<—*— . By the strong Markov property and Lemma 2.
we obtain n •"
 t i
for every p, and so
The proof ends like to the points (b) and (c).
To prove (e) we note that Lemma 2.a implies that
£ * « ; ot
m
>k') = l>k/) -P- α
Because
lim ί1**;^  = Sk with
the term in the right of the above inequality vanishes under lim sup and (e)
is proved.
Lemma 4. (Ykyk^N) has, with respect to Pμ the same distribution as
(Zi, k(=N) with respect to P£ (see (15)).
Proof. That is because both of them are Markov chains with initial distri-
bution μ and kernel
Now, in order to prove the relative compactness of the sequence P£,
we shall use Theorem 2, page 429 in [3] which we write down for processes
with time [0, oo). The tightness of PM, n^N, is equivalent to the following
conditions
(1) for every £>0 and k>0 there is some compact set K^E such that
lim P% (ω; there is some t<k such that Xt^K)^S (We shall shorten the above
expression by writing "(ω; (3)£<&, Xt&K)".)
(2) lim ίίm PZ(ω; Wfk' s(Xx)>s)=0 for every k>0, £ > 0 ,
(3) lim ίSn P£(ω PF[0>8)(XB)>£)=0 for every £ > 0 ,
δ->o »
(4) lim Πm Pf(
ω
 WQ,.,
 k)(Xn)>S)=0 for every 6>0, k>0 ,
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= sup (d(Xt, Xs); a<t<s<b),
Wί',
s
{X) = sup (min (d(Xt,, Xt), d{Xt, Xt,,)
with the supremum taken over all t', t, t" such that 0V(ί—
To prove (1) it will suffice to show that for any k>0, 6>0 and any com-
pact set KζLE, there is some k'>0 such that:
firn P B > ; (Ξ)t<k,
and then we refer to the tightness of Pμ itself. By Lemma 3, (a) we know that
fimP
Λ
>; (3)t<k, X1ΦK)
BmPB>; (3)j<kn,
(k
n
 is chosen, with respect to k, like in Lemma 3).
By Lemma 4 we know that the last term in the above inequality is equal
to En Pμ(ω; (3)j<k
n
, Vj^K) and by Lemma 3, (b) that is
EmPμ(ω; (3)j<K, Y»-$K, σ)<kf),
with k' chosen in Lemma 3. Because the terms under the limit are dominated
by Pμ(ω; (3)t<k'y Xt$K), the proof of (1) is complete. (In what will follow
we shall frequently use the same way of passing from Xn to X).
To prove (4) we note first that
sup d(Xt,Xk.s).
We have to show that for every k>0 and £ > 0
(20) lίmEmPfί sup d(X
u
 Xk-8)>£) = 0
δ->0 n k-8<t<k
By the Markov property
Pf( sup
k-B<t<
Using Lemma 4, we obtain in the same way like above
P ϊ ( s u p d(Xn0) X l ) > ε ) < P x ( s u p d ( X O y X t ) > ε ) + P n
with δ and l
n
 like in Lemma 3. Because the convergence in Lemma 3, (a), (b) is
uniform with respect to x&E, the two last terms vanish under Km I δ-*0
implies that δ'-*0 and so we have to prove that
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limlmi ( P'( sup d(Xt, X0)>6)P'Lno(Xnk.s)-1(dx) = 0 .
δ'-j o » j o</<8/
For a fixed η >0, (1) assures that we may choose a compact set K^ such that
(21) E P ? ( ω
We dominate the above integral by
sup Ex( sup d(Xti X0)>S)+Pμno(XU8)-\CKv).
Proposition 1, Appendix 2 assures that the first term vanishes under lim. By (21),
for every δ>0
Because η is arbitrary small, the proof is complete.
An analogous proof goes for (3) and also for
(22) limϊίmP£( sup d(Xty XS)>S) = 0
for every t>0, S>0.
The last relation will be used later.
To prove (2) we define for a fixed k>0 and f > 0 a discrete correspondent
of WIU, that is
T
n
:Ek»->R
T
n
(xly - , xkn) = sup min(d(xh Xj), d(xh xp))
with z, j9 p^N such that
(k
n
 and l
n
 are chosen with respect to k and δ like in Lemma 3). By Lemma 3, (a), (c)
Urn P»(Wί',iXn)>e) = ϊ ϊmP'W'
δ
>£, A
ny τk>k).
We note that for ω^A
n
 f] (τk>k)
T
n
{Zΐ(
ω
)f -.., Z»kn(ω))>ε .
Let be 0 < t\ ty t"^k such that ί - δ < ί
r < ί < r < ί + δ and d(Xnt,y Xnt)>Sy
d(Xnty X"»)<£. We define i by T f < i < T i + 1 and j and p the corresponding in-
tegers with respect to t' and t"
t-t'<8 =#> τ,.(ω)-τ ; + 1
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Because ω&A
n
, it follows that *—(/+1)<4, that is ί—./</„+1. Because
ω<Ξ(τkn>k), *"<
Xnt = ZU XV = Znj and
(see (11)) implies that
min (d(Zl, Z*}), d(Znh Znp))<e
and the above implication is proved. We may now conclude that
hmPS(Wί!8(Xn)>S)< ΰmPΐ(Tn(Zΐ, ..., Ziu)>6).
By Lemma 4 first and then by Lemma 3, (b), (d) the last term is equal to
llmPTOYf, -., Y!J>e, B
n
,
 σ
l
n
<k').
In the same way like above we may dominate this term by
P{W'k/,s,{X)>ε).
So we have proved that
and so we may refer to the tightness of X, and the proof of (2) is complete.
To prove the convergence of the marginal distributions we have to verify
the hypotheses of Lemma 3, Appendix 3.
The first one is an immediate consequence of (i) in our Theorem. For
(ii) we have to verify condition (c) enunciated in the beginning of the paper,
i.e.
(c) for any compact set LczZ?, a>0 and £>0, there is some compact set
K^E such that
iun sup U(:\
To do it we shall prove that for every compact set K^E and &>0, we
may choose another compact set K^E such that KczK and
-«
k(23) En sup U(:\xf CK)<e«k' sup UΛ(x9 CK)+e
(k' is defined with respect to k in Lemma 3). If (23) is true, we choose k such
that
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and £' such that £**£ '<—. Then, Lemma 2, Appendix 2 assures that there
is some compact set K^E such that
sup U
a
(x,
So, the compact set K mentioned in (23) is that needed in (c).
If An= U U* over all i such that t / J Π ^ Φ φ , then by the definition of E7?
we may choose a compact set i£ such that AndK for every
Next we prove the following inequality:
(24) Ei£*\
J0\
Because X?=Z? for τ t < ί < τ ί + 1 and τi+1—τi=τ1oθτiy we have
We dominate the term in the left of (24) by Ex
n
{l
cκ
oZniTιoθ
τ
^ which by the
strong Markov property is
By the definition of σ\ and K we have
E* \°l+1 l
ck°Xtdtt>E\lcκoYϊ ί
σ?
j
σ
. jσ.
In the same way like above, the last term is equal to
and (24) is proved.
Next, to prove (23), we shall change Xn by X in the same way as above:
(25) U(:\x, CK) - Ex
n
 j *
The second term in the sum is dominated by £~~Λ*. The first one is dominated
by
E'A* e-«
By Lemma 3.a we may ignore the second term in the above sum. The first
one is dominated by
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which by (22) is dominated by
and therefore we may dominate the second term in the sum by Έx{σl
n
\ σ ^
which we may ignore (see Lemma 3.e). To dominate the first term we note
that on σl
Λ
<k'
nl
c
koXtdt<\ lCκ°
Xtdt<e"k' t
o J Jo
and therefore
E
' (Jf" ιcκ°x'dt'
The proof of (23) is complete and also that of (c).
We verify now the last condition in Lemma 3, Appendix 3. For every
f^Ub(E) (uniformly continuous and bounded) and £>0, there is some δ β >0
such that
(26) ϊΐrn sup Eζ( \ f(XΊ)-f(X»
s
where the supremum is over all s such that £<s<£+δ
ε
. We choose η
ζ
>0 such
that
d(χ,y)<v^\f(^)-f(y)\<~
E!t(\f(XΊ)-f(X:)\)<Eί(\f(X'ί)-f(Xϊ)\;
The first term is less as — and therefore
Urn sup Eζ( |/(X?)-/(X?) | ) < -|- + 2 | | / | | US E»(sup d{X"t, X?)>Ve
n L n
(the supremum like above). (22) assures that we may choose δ8 needed in
(26) and the proof is complete.
4. Appendices
Appendix 1.
L e m m a 1. Let (Fn)n€
ΞN be a sequence of distributions on R+> (kn)neN a
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sequence of positive integers such that \imk
n
a=l with a
n
=\ zFJdz). If
» JO
(a) lim a
n
 = 0 ,
(b) lim — \ zF
n
(dz) = 0 for every α>0 ,
» a
n
Ja
then
lim F** = €ι.
Proof. It will suffice to show that lim φ
n
(t)kfl=e~ilt with
φ
n
(t) =
By (a), limF
n
=So and so limφH(t) = l. We may organize the above limit in
n n
an exponential form and it remains to show that limk
n
(φ
n
(i)—1)=— ilt. By
the choose of k
ny that is lim (1— φn(t))=it. We write 1—φn(t) in the follow-
ing form:
Jo Jo \ 5f / Jo
Both 0-» and z—> -t are bounded continuous functions which
z z
vanishes when z->0, therefore it will suffice to show that for such a function
α, lim Γ za(z)F
n
(dz)=0.
n
 Jo
Let M be such that \a(z)\<M for s>0, and for a fixed £>0, α
ε
>0 such
that z<at=*\a(z)\<6.
1 | Γ za(z)F
u
(dz) I < -I P «| α(«) IF.(Λ)+^ Γ *F.(ώr).
α
n
 Jo α
n
 Jo a
n
 J«8
By (b) the second term of the sum vanishes when n->oo. The first one is
dominated by £, which is arbitrary small, and so the proof is complete.
Corollary 2. Em k
n
a
n
<l =#> lim F*k»(l+Sy oo)=0.
Lemma 3. // β
n
 f oo α«d lim ^ = / + £ «Λ* K<^Ny S > 0,
Proof. Let (JB, JC, P) be a probability space and /
n
: £->iϊ, weiV, a se-
quence of independent variables, ^ distributed (#fl is the exponential distribu-
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tion with parameter a), —fiy i^N are independent and ea distributed and so
ef"(Q, Γ) = r\ — /H \-—t
By the choice of k
ny for a sufficiently large ny we may dominate this term by
p Jλ
_
 l)Y>ky)
with
1 f *«
By Chebyshev's inequality we may dominate it by i π \ ( 2 (/ί —
K
n
C If { sal
cause fι are independent with mean value 0, this is
£i(g J (/.-1)4^+ Σ.J (/,-This sum is dominated by (Mkl) (Kc)'1 for a sufficiently large M. So,
lim &
n
« 0 , /)< lim k
n
M(k\c)-^ = 0 .
Appendix 2. The first proposition follows from an idea exposed in [4].
Proposition 1. Let E be α L.C.C.B. space with a metric d such that Bh(x)
is relatively compact, and X a standard process with semigroup (Pt)t>o. If for every
f&CJE), lim Ptf=f uniformly on E, then for every compact set K^E and £>0
(1) lim sup Px( sup d(X0, Xt)>6) = 0 .
Λ>0 x<ΞK 0<ί<Λ
Proof. We note first that to prove (1) will suffice to show that for every
L<Ξ:GcΞ:E, L compact set and G relatively compact open set,
(2) lim sup P\D
rG < h) = 0
(DA(ω)=inϊ(t; Xt(ω)^A) for any measurable set A).
If (2) is true, the proof of (1) goes like this: for every x^K we choose
an open set V
x
 and a compact one K
x
 such that
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We consider V
xi, i^N, a finite covering for K. Then Kxi, i^N, will also
be a covering of K. For any x&K there is some *<# such that x^K
x
.<Ξ:#
ε
/2(#, )>
therefore i?8/2(#t )c:.B8(#) and so DCB U\>DQB (#,•)• Because (sup d(X0, Xt)>
S)=(PCB ιx\^h) Px a.s., we may conclude that
sup P*(sup d(X0, Xt)>£)< max sup PX{DCB ,iXΛ<h).
Now we take Li=Ki and G/=JBε/2(^ t ) (which is relatively compact), and (2)=>(1)
is proved.
To prove (2) we choose a relatively compact open set U such that L<^U<^
OdG and note that
(3)
 G
Let b e / e C ( £ ) such that ICu<f<ICL. T h e n px(χh^CU)=(PkIcu)(x)<
Phf(x) and for x(=L, f(x)=0. So,
sup Px{Xh(ΞCU)< supPhf(x)
= sup \Phf(x)-f(x)\ = sup | P ^ ( x ) - ^ ) |
with g=l—f. Because f7 is compact, g^C
c
(E) and by our hypothesis this
term vanishes when h->0.
To dominate the first term in (3) we note that XD ^CG and so if we de-
note XD =Y and DCG=T by applying the strong Markov property for two
variables functions, we get
<sup sup Py(Xt<=U).
t^hCG
For f^C(E) such that
p>(XteU) = (Ptiπ)(y)<Ptf(y)- \PJ{y)-f{y)\
for every J GCG. s u p p . / e g which is compact and the proof ends.
Lemma 2. Let Q be a kernel on E, L.C.C.B. space. If Q(Cb(E))^Cb(E),
then, for every compact Lc:E and £>0, there is some compact set KZ^E such
that
sup Q(xy CKe)<:S .
Proof. For every ΛJGL we choose K
χy K'x compact sets and fx^Cb(E)
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such that Q(XyCK
x
)<6, K
x
<^IntK'
x
 and Ijr
x
<Λ<Ijrί It is obvious that
Q(l—fχ)(x)<S y-^Qil—fxϊiy) is a continuous function, so we may choose
V
x
 such that Q{1—f
x
)(y)<£ for every jy<Ξ V
x
. Let V
xp i^N be a finite cover-
ing of L. Then, the compact K2 will be U VXi. Indeed, for a n ^ G L there
exists i such that # e V
x
.
Q(x, CK,)^Q(x, CK'Xi)^Q{x, \-f,,)<6.
Appendix 3. We introduce first some notations:
Ri = (fa, -., tk); ti>0), sk = (su - , f4)
dsf* = ds
λ
 ••• dsk
For a permutation σ on (1, 2, •••, k) we denote
If σ is the identic permutation we ignore it and write Λ*. We consider a stand-
ard process and for 0<£!<•••<£* and /,-eCb{E) i^n we define
£Wi - Λ = £
We note that U<Λkfι*^fk is the Laplace transform for the distribution
F(dtk) = h(tk)dtk with *(ί*) = F ( Π / W ) .
We define also
If σ is the identic permutation, we ignore it in our notation. Because m(dA*)=0
(m is the Lebesgue measure),
(l) ^/ i Λ = Σff.v/1 Λ
Lemma 1. Let Xn n^N and X be standard processes with state space E,
L.C.C.B., such that:
(i) UJίC>{E))ςzCt(E),
(ii) for every f^Cb(E), lim U^n)f= UΛf uniformly on compacts.
Then, for every ak<=R\ andfi<=Cb(E) i*ζk
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(U$ is defined with respect to X" in the same way as U
Λ
k with respect to X. For
k=l we shall write a instead of α1, so UJU^) is the resolvent of X(Xn)).
Proof. (1) assures that it will suffice to prove
It is no loss of generality to do it only when σ is the identic permutation.
We shall proceed by induction on k. For &=1, that is (ii). By the Markov
property we obtain
Then, applying twice Fubini's theorem we get
By the changement s=sk—sk-1 we get
j *t-Λft(X.t-.t_ι)ds = e-«>°>-i \~ e-«>°>fk(X,)ds
and therefore
t 1
Condition (i) assures that U
ΛkfkEzCb(E) and we may write
Hjfϊ-fk = Hβk-if^^fk_2 gk_λ
with
β
k
~
ι
 = (βi, - , βk-i) > βi = cti for ί < * - 2 ,
βk.1 = ak-1+ak and gk^ =fk-1U^fk.
We may establish an analogous relation for every n^N. In this case βk~ι
will be the same, but
gU, =fk-1U%fk
which is no more continuous. Nevertheless the definition of i/iΐ-i makes
P
sense, and we write
H^U-f^gU-H^if^f^g^ = dϊ+dζ
with
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) and by the induction hypothesis we get l imrf^O. For a fixed
£ > 0 , let j f jCjEbe a compact such that
We choose another compact set K' such that K <Ξ Int ^ ' and a function
such that
dϊ = Hfί
ι
f
ι
.. fU(fi-i-gk-dφ)+^^^ •
We dominate the first term of the sum by
Π ll/ΛlβupldU-ft^K Π ll/, l|supJC/^Λ-ί7
ΛiΛI
which by (ii) vanishes when n->oo. The second term is dominated by
which by the induction hypothesis converges to
By the choice of K
c
 and φ this term is dominated by 2||/J |/i-i||£. £ is arbitrary
small and so the proof is complete.
Lemma 2. Let F
n
, «eiV, and F be distributions on i?+ of the form
F
n
{ds*) =
(i) l imF B =F,
(ii) h
n
, n^N, are equal right continuous,
then
lim h
n
(tk) = A(ί*) /or
Proof. Let us suppose that there is some tk^Rk+ such that lim hn(tk)3=h(tk).
By passing to a subsequence we may assume that for some £>0, h
n
(tk)>h(tk)+£
for every n^N. Let δ
ε
 be a constant such that for every sk=(sly - *,sk) with
ti<si<ti+S2 for every i*ζk, holds that |Λ(**)—λ(**)| < y and |hn(tk)-hn(sk) \
< ^ - for every ΛGiV.
We define ^4=Π [ί, , ί, + δ j . Then ί'(9^[)=0 and therefore lim F
n
(A) =
F(A), that is ***
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(2) l imί (*„(**)-*(**))<&» = 0 ,
*„(**)-*(**) = (h
n
(s*)-h
n
(t*))+{h
n
(t*)-h(t*))+(h(t>)-k(s>')).
For sk^A the first and the last term of the above sum are dominated by — ,
and the middle term is greater than £. So hj^) — h(sk) > — for ί*e-4,
which is in contradictory with (2).
Lemma 3. Let X
n
 n^N and X be standard processes. If
( i ) U
Λ
(Cb(E))ςiCb(E),
(ii) lim t/£°/= U
Λ
f uniformly on compacts for every a>0 andf^Cb(E)9
(iii) lim lim sup E
n
(\f(Xnt)-f(Xns)\)=0 for every f^Cb{E) and t>0,
then, for every t1<t2"*<tk and f e Ub(E) i
(3) lim ES
Proof. Lemma 3 is a simple consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
REMARK, (3) is sufficient to assure the convergence of the marginal dis-
tributions.
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